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Abstract
Automatic post-editors (APEs) enable the
re-use of black box machine translation
(MT) systems for a variety of tasks where
different aspects of translation are impor-
tant. In this paper, we describe APEs
that target adequacy errors, a critical
problem for tasks such as cross-lingual
question-answering, and compare different
approaches for post-editing: a rule-based
system and a feedback approach that uses
a computer in the loop to suggest improve-
ments to the MT system. We test the APEs
on two different MT systems and across
two different genres. Human evaluation
shows that the APEs significantly improve
adequacy, regardless of approach, MT sys-
tem or genre: 30-56% of the post-edited
sentences have improved adequacy com-
pared to the original MT.
1 Introduction
Automatic post-editors (APEs) seek to perform the
same task as human post-editors: correcting errors
in text produced by machine translation (MT) sys-
tems. APEs have been used to target a variety of
different types of MT errors, from determiner se-
lection (Knight and Chander, 1994) to grammatical
agreement (Marecˇek et al., 2011). There are two
main reasons that APEs can improve over decoder
output: they can exploit information unavailable
to the decoder, and they can carry out deeper text
analysis that is too expensive to do in a decoder.
We describe APEs that target three types of
adequacy errors: deleted content words, content
words that were translated into function words, and
mistranslated named entities. These types of er-
rors are common across statistical MT (SMT) sys-
tems and can significantly degrade translation ade-
quacy, the amount of information preserved dur-
ing translation. Adequacy is critical to the suc-
cess of many cross-lingual applications, partic-
ularly cross-lingual question answering (CLQA),
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where adequacy errors can significantly decrease
task performance. The APEs utilize word align-
ments, source- and target-language part-of-speech
(POS) tags, and named entities to detect phrase-
level errors, and draw on several external resources
to find a list of corrections for each error.
Once the APEs have a list of errors with pos-
sible corrections, we experiment with different ap-
proaches to apply the corrections: an approach that
uses phrase-level editing rules, and two techniques
for passing the corrections as feedback back to
the MT systems. The rule-based APE uses word
alignments to decide where to insert the top-ranked
correction for each error into the target sentence.
This approach rewrites the word or phrase where
the error was detected, but does not modify the
rest of the sentence. We test these MT system-
independent rules on two MT systems, MT A and
MT B (described in more detail in section 5.1).
The feedback APE passes multiple suggestions
for each correction back to the MT system, and
allows the MT decoder to determine whether to
correct each error and how to correct each error
during re-translation. Many MT systems have a
mechanism for “pre-editing,” or providing certain
translations in advance (e.g., for named entities
and numbers). We exploit this mechanism to pro-
vide post-editor feedback to the MT systems dur-
ing a second-pass translation. While post-editing
via feedback is a general technique, the mecha-
nism the decoder uses is dependent upon the im-
plementation of each MT system: in our experi-
ments, MT A accepts corpus-level feedback from
the APE, while MT B can handle more targeted,
phrase-level feedback from the APE.
Our evaluation using human judgments shows
that the APEs always improve the overall transla-
tion adequacy: across all conditions, whether rule-
based or feedback, MT A or MT B, newswire or
web genre, adequacy improved in 30-56% of post-
edited sentences, and the improved sentences sig-
nificantly outnumbered sentences that got worse.
We also collected judgments on fluency, which
highlighted the relative advantages of each APE
approach. The rule-based approach affords more
control for error correction, at the expense of flu-
ency. The feedback approach improves adequacy
only when it can maintain some level of fluency,
which results in more fluent post-edits than the
rule-based approach. Due to the fluency con-
straints, the feedback APEs do not modify as many
sentences as the rule-based APE, and therefore im-
prove fewer sentences. Our analysis suggests ways
in which feedback may be improved in the future.
2 Motivation
As MT has increased in quality and speed, its us-
age has gone beyond open-ended translation to-
wards a variety of applications: cross-lingual sub-
jectivity analysis, cross-lingual textual entailment,
cross-lingual question-answering, and many oth-
ers. Open-ended MT systems are task-agnostic,
so they seek to balance fluency and adequacy.
Depending on the task, however, adequacy may
take precedence over fluency (or vice versa). We
propose using the framework of automatic post-
editing (Knight and Chander, 1994) to detect and
correct task-specific MT errors at translation time.
(In this paper, we use the term “post-editing” to
refer to automatic post-editing only.)
The advantage of post-editing is that the APE
can adapt any MT output to the needs of each task
without having to re-train or re-tune a specific MT
system (Isabelle et al., 2007). Acquiring parallel
text, training and maintaining an SMT system is
time-consuming and resource-intensive, and there-
fore not feasible for everyone who wishes to use
MT in an application. Ideally, an APE can adapt
the output of a black-box MT system to the needs
of a specific task in a light-weight and portable
manner. Since APEs are not tied to a specific
MT system, they also allow application develop-
ers flexibility in switching MT systems as better
systems become available.
Our focus on adequacy in automatic post-editing
is motivated by CLQA with result translation. In
this task, even when the correct answer in the
source language is retrieved, it may be perceived
as irrelevant in the target language if not translated
correctly. The MT errors that have the biggest im-
pact on CLQA include missing or mistranslated
named entities and missing content words (Parton
and McKeown, 2010; Boschee et al., 2010).
Manual error analysis of MT has shown that
missing content words produce adequacy errors
across different language pairs and different types
of SMT systems. Condon et al. (2010) found that
26% of their Arabic-English MT errors were verb,
noun or pronoun deletions. Similarly, Vilar et al.
(2006) found that 22% of Chinese-English MT
errors were content deletion. Popovic´ and Ney
(2007) reported that 68% deleted tokens from their
Spanish-English MT system were content words.
We address these errors via automatic post-editing,
with the ultimate goal of improving MT output for
adequacy-oriented tasks.
3 Related Work
The goal of APE is to automatically correct trans-
lated sentences produced by MT. Adaptive APEs
try to learn how to improve the translation output
by adapting to the mistakes made by a specific MT
system. In contrast, general APEs target specific
types of errors, such as English determiner selec-
tion (Knight and Chander, 1994), certain types of
grammar errors in English (Doyon et al., 2008) and
Swedish (Stymne and Ahrenberg, 2010), and com-
plex grammatical agreement in Czech (Marecˇek et
al., 2011). The APEs in this paper are more similar
to general APEs, since they target specific kinds of
adequacy errors.
APEs may utilize information unavailable to the
decoder to improve translation output. Previous
task-based MT approaches have used task con-
text to select verb translations in CLQA at query
time (Ma and McKeown, 2009) and to identify
and correct name translations in CLIR (Parton et
al., 2008). The rule-based APE we describe ex-
tends those APEs to cover additional types of ad-
equacy errors. The feedback APEs are most sim-
ilar to (Suzuki, 2011), which uses confidence es-
timation to select poorly translated sentences and
then passes them to an adaptive SMT post-editor.
Other work in confidence estimation (Specia et al.,
2011) aims to predict translation adequacy at run-
time without using reference translations, which is
similar to our error detection step.
Many APEs use sentence-level analysis tools to
make improvements over decoder output. Since
these tools rely on having a fully resolved trans-
lation hypothesis (and since they are expensive),
they are infeasible to run during decoding. The
DepFix post-editor (Marecˇek et al., 2011) parses
translated sentences, and uses the bilingual parses
to correct Czech morphology. While syntax-based
MT systems use POS and parses, most systems do
not use other types of annotations (e.g., informa-
tion extraction, event detection or sentiment anal-
ysis). An alternative approach would be to incor-
porate these features directly into the MT system;
the focus of this paper is on adapting translations
to the task without changing the MT system.
4 Post-Editing Techniques
Our APEs carry out three steps: 1) detect errors,
2) suggest and rank corrections for the errors, and
3) apply the suggestions. All the APEs use iden-
tical algorithms for steps 1 and 2, and only differ
in how they apply the suggestions. The algorithms
are language-pair independent, though we carried
out all of our experiments on Arabic-English MT.
4.1 Pre-Processing
The Arabic source text was analyzed and tokenized
using MADA+TOKAN (Habash et al., 2009).
Each MT system used a different tokenization
scheme, so the source sentences were processed
in two separate pipelines. Separate named en-
tity recognizers (NER) were built for each pipeline
using the Stanford NER toolkit (Finkel et al.,
2005), by training on CoNLL and ACE data.
Each translated English sentence was re-cased us-
ing Moses and then analyzed using the Stanford
CoreNLP pipeline to get part-of-speech (POS) tags
(Toutanova et al., 2003) and NER (Finkel et al.,
2005).
4.2 Detecting Errors and Suggesting
Corrections
The APEs address specific adequacy errors that we
have found to be most detrimental for the CLQA
task: content words that are not translated at all,
content words that are translated to function words,
and mistranslated named entities. In the error de-
tection step, these types of errors are detected via
an algorithm from prior work that uses bilingual
POS tags and word alignments (Parton and McK-
eown, 2010). Each flagged error consists of one
or more source-language tokens and zero or more
target-language tokens. In the error correction
step, the source and target sentences and all the
flagged errors are passed to the suggestion genera-
tor, which uses the following three resources.
Phrase Table: The phrase table from MT B is
used as a phrase dictionary (described in more de-
tail in 5.1).
Dictionaries: We also use a translation dictio-
nary extracted from Wikipedia, a bilingual name
dictionary extracted from the Buckwalter analyzer
(Buckwalter, 2004) and an English synonym dic-
tionary from the CIA World Factbook.1 They are
high precision and low recall: most errors do not
have matches in the dictionaries, but when they do,
they are often correct, particularly for NEs.
1http://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook
Background MT corpus: Since our motiva-
tion is CLQA, we also draw on a resource specific
to CLQA: a background corpus of about 120,000
Arabic newswire and web documents that have
been translated into English by a state-of-the-art
industry MT system. Ma and McKeown (2009)
were able to exploit a similar pseudo-parallel cor-
pus to correct deleted verbs, since words deleted in
one sentence are frequently correctly translated in
other sentences.
For each error, the source-language phrase is
converted into a query to search all three resources.
Then the target-language results are aggregated
and ranked by overall confidence scores. The
confidence scores are a weighted combination of
phrase translation probability, number of dictio-
nary matches and term frequencies in the back-
ground corpus. The weights were set manually on
a development corpus.
4.3 Rule-Based APE
Table 1 shows examples of sentences post-edited
by the different APEs. For each error, the rule-
based post-editor applies the top-ranked correc-
tion using one of two operations: replace or in-
sert. An error can be replaced if there is an exist-
ing translation, and all of the source- and target-
language tokens aligned to the error are flagged as
errors. (This is to avoid over-writing a correct par-
tial phrase translation, as in example 2a where the
word “their” is not replaced.) If the error cannot be
replaced, the new correction is inserted.
During replace, all the original target tokens are
deleted, and the correction is inserted at the index
of the first target token. For insert, the algorithm
first chooses an insertion index, and then inserts
the correction. The insertion index is chosen based
on the indices of the target tokens in the error. If
there are no target tokens, the insertion index is
determined by the alignments of the neighboring
source tokens. If they are aligned to neighbor-
ing translations, the correction is inserted between
them. Or, if only one of them is aligned to a trans-
lation, the correction is inserted adjacent to it. If
an insertion index cannot be determined via rules,
the error is not corrected.
These editing rules are MT system-independent,
language-independent and relatively simple. The
word order is copied from the original transla-
tion or from the source sentence. This sim-
ple model worked for (Parton et al., 2008) be-
cause they were rewriting mistranslated NEs that
were already present in the translation. Simi-
larly, Ma and McKeown (2009) successfully re-
inserted deleted verbs into English translations us-
Sentence Sentence
Reference Vanunu was released in April, 2004 . . . Why does Aramco donate 8 thousand dollars . . .
MT A orig. And was released in April, 2004 . . . Why ARAMCO to $ thousands . . .
Rule-Based And was vanunu released in April, 2004 . . . He donates why ARAMCO the amount of dollars to $ thousands . . .
Corpus-Level Vanunu was released in April, 2004 . . . Why Aramco donate $ 8 of thousands of dollars . . .
1a) Both APEs re-insert the deleted name,
but the rule-based version has poor word
order.
1b) Both APEs re-insert the deleted verb, but the feedback word order
is better. $ is incorrectly detected as a function word, and both APEs
incorrectly re-insert “dollars”. The feedback APE avoids adding the
redundant “the amount of”.
Reference . . . in proportion to the efforts they make. . . . Ministry of Interior Starts to Define Committee’s Authority!!
MT B orig. . . . commensurate with their. . . . The Ministry of Interior started to define the terms of the !
Rule-Based . . . commensurate with effort exert their. . . . The Ministry of Interior started to define the terms of body !
Phrase-Level . . . commensurate with the work they do. . . . The Interior Ministry started the authority of the board !
2a) The rule-based APE makes two sepa-
rate edits to insert “effort” and “exert.”
The feedback APE produces a more fluent
sentence by handling both at once.
2b) The original sentence deletes the noun Committee. The rule-
based version has the wrong translation and is ungrammatical. The
phrase-level feedback selects a better translation, but the verb (de-
fine) is now deleted.
Table 1: Examples of the kinds of edits (both good and bad) made by different APEs.
ing only word alignments, assuming that local Chi-
nese SVO word order would linearly map to En-
glish word order.
However, our APEs need to deal with a much
wider range of error types, including phrases that
were mistranslated, partially translated or never
translated; and content words of any POS, not just
NEs or verbs. Since Arabic word order differs
from English, these rules often produce poorly or-
dered words: verbs may appear before their sub-
jects, and adjectives may appear after their nouns.
In this case, we are explicitly trading off fluency
for adequacy, under the assumption that the end
task is adequacy-oriented. In example 1a, the sub-
ject comes after the auxiliary verb, but the sentence
can still be understood. On the other hand, since
adequacy and fluency are not independent, degrad-
ing the fluency of a sentence can often negatively
impact the adequacy as well.
Even when the error detection and correction
steps work correctly, not all errors can be fixed
with these simple operations. The original MT
may be too garbled to correct, or may have no
place to insert the corrected translation so that it
carries the appropriate meaning.
4.4 Feedback APEs
To mitigate the problems of the rule-based APE,
we developed an approach that is more powerful
and flexible. The feedback APEs take as input the
same list of errors and corrections as the rule-based
APE, and then convert the corrections into feed-
back for the MT system. Sentences with detected
errors are decoded a second time with feedback.
Passing feedback to the MT system is a general
technique: many MT systems allow users to spec-
ify certain fixed translations ahead of time, such as
numbers, dates and named entities. The underlying
implementation of how these fixed translations are
handled by the decoder is MT system-specific, and
we describe two such implementations in section
4.5: corpus-level feedback and phrase-level feed-
back.
The difference between pre-editing and post-
editing in this case is that the post-editor is reac-
tive to the first-pass translation. The APE only
passes suggestions to the MT system when it de-
tects an error in the first-pass translation, and has
some confidence that it can provide a reasonable
correction. Since the post-editing is actually done
by the decoder, the effectiveness of the feedback
APE will vary across different MT systems.
This is similar to the error correction approach
described in (Parton and McKeown, 2010), where
sentences with detected errors are re-translated us-
ing a much better (but slower) MT system. They
found that the second-pass translations were much
better than the first-pass translations, but most of
the detected errors were still present. The feed-
back post-editor allows us to pass specific infor-
mation about which errors to correct and how to
correct them to the original MT system. Unlike
adaptive post-editors, where the second translation
step translates from “bad” target-language text to
“good” target-language text, the feedback APEs
re-translate from the source text, and only one MT
system is needed.
The biggest advantage the feedback APEs have
over the rule-based APE is that the MT system can
modify the whole sentence during re-translation,
while taking the feedback into account, rather than
just replacing or inserting a single phrase at a time.
The decoder will not permit local disfluencies that
might occur from a simple insertion (e.g., “they
goes” or “a impact”), and will often prefer the cor-
rect word order, as in example 1a in Table 1. Fur-
thermore, the decoder can take all of the feedback
into account at once, whereas the rule-based ap-
proach makes each correction in the sentence sep-
arately, as in example 2a. Finally, the rule-based
approach always picks the top-ranked correction
for each error, and almost always edits every er-
ror. The feedback APEs can pass multiple correc-
tions to the MT system, often along with proba-
bilities, which proves helpful in example 2b. One
drawback of the feedback APEs is that they are
slower than the rule-based APE since they require
a second-pass decoding. Also, the decoder may
ultimately decide not to use any of the corrections,
which may be an advantage if low-confidence sug-
gestions are discarded, or could be a disadvantage,
since fewer errors will get corrected.
4.5 Corpus-Level vs. Phrase-Level Feedback
Each of our MT systems has a different mecha-
nisms for accepting feedback on-the-fly, and han-
dles the feedback differently. MT A allows corpus-
level feedback without translation probabilities. In
other words, the APE passes all of the translation
suggestions for the entire corpus back to the MT
system during re-translation. MT B allows phrase-
level feedback with translation probabilities. Each
source phrase flagged as an error is annotated with
the list of possible corrections and their transla-
tion probabilities. Both MT systems allow mul-
tiple corrections for each detected error, unlike the
rule-based APE. Both also allow the post-edited
corrections to compete with existing translations
in the system, so the re-translation may not use
the suggested translations. Note that both forms
of feedback are used in an online manner by the
SMT systems; no re-training or re-tuning is done.
Overall, the phrase-level feedback mechanism is
more fine-grained because corrections are targeted
at specific errors. On the other hand, the coarser,
corpus-level feedback could result in unexpected
improvements in sentences where errors were not
detected, since the translation corrections can be
used in any re-translated sentence.
5 Experiments
We tested our APEs on two different MT sys-
tems using the NIST MT08 newswire (nw) and
web (wb) testsets, which had 813 and 547 sen-
tences, respectively. The translations were eval-
uated with multiple automatic metrics as well as
crowd-sourced human adequacy judgments.
5.1 MT Systems
We used state-of-the art Arabic-English MT
systems with widely different implementations.
MT A was built using HiFST (de Gispert et al.,
2010), a hierarchical phrase-based SMT system
implemented using finite state transducers. It is
trained on all the parallel corpora in the NIST
MT08 Arabic Constrained Data track (5.9M par-
allel sentences, 150M words per language). The
first-pass 4-gram language model (LM) is trained
on the English side of the parallel text and a sub-
set of Gigaword 3. The second-pass 5-gram LM
is a zero-cutoff stupid-backoff (Brants et al., 2007)
estimated using 6.6B words of English newswire
text.
MT B was built using Moses (Koehn et al.,
2007), and is a non-hierarchical phrase-based sys-
tem. It is trained on 3.2M sentences of par-
allel text (65M words on the English side) us-
ing several LDC corpora including some avail-
able only through the GALE program (e.g.,
LDC2004T17, LDC2004E72, LDC2005E46 and
LDC2004T18). The data includes some sentences
from the ISI corpus (LDC2007T08) and UN cor-
pus (LDC2004E13) selected to specifically add vo-
cabulary absent in the other resources. The Ara-
bic text is tokenized and lemmatized using the
MADA+TOKAN system (Habash et al., 2009).
Lemmas are used for Giza++ alignment only. The
tokenization scheme used is the Penn Arabic Tree-
bank scheme (Habash, 2010; Sadat and Habash,
2006). The system uses a 5-gram LM that was
trained on Gigaword 4. Both systems are tuned
for BLEU score using MERT.
5.2 Automatic and Human Evaluation
We ran several automatic metrics on the baseline
MT output and the post-edited MT output: BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002), Meteor-a (Denkowski and
Lavie, 2011) and TERp-a (Snover et al., 2009).
BLEU is based on n-gram precision, while Meteor
takes both precision and recall into account. TERp
also implicitly takes precision and recall into ac-
count, since it is similar to edit distance. Both Me-
teor and TERp allow more flexible n-gram match-
ing than BLEU, since they allow matching across
stems, synonyms and paraphrases. Meteor-a and
TERp-a are both tuned to have high correlation
with human adequacy judgments.
In contrast to automatic system-level metrics,
human judgments can give a nuanced sentence-
level view of particular aspects of the MT. In or-
der to compare adequacy across APEs, we used
human annotations crowd-sourced from Crowd-
Flower.2 Since our annotators are not MT experts,
we used a head-to-head comparison rather than a
5-point scale. Adequacy scales have been shown
2http://www.crowdflower.com
sents sents
MT set APE w/err. mod.
A nw rule-based 48% 41%
corpus feed. 48% 40%
wb rule-based 69% 64%
corpus feed. 69% 62%
B nw rule-based 24% 24%
phrase feed. 24% 15%
wb rule-based 34% 34%
phrase feed. 34% 25%
Table 2: The percentage of all sen-
tences with errors detected, and the
percentage of all sentences modified
by each APE.
∆ BLEU ∆ TERp-adeq ∆ Meteor-adeq
base rule feed base rule feed base rule feed
MT set MT based back MT based back MT based back
A nw 51.32 −0.91 −0.41 37.49 −0.54 −0.74 69.48 +0.15 +0.32
wb 36.15 −1.41 +0.03 60.66 −1.34 −2.69 55.24 +0.15 +0.88
B nw 51.23 −0.49 +0.05 35.31 −0.22 −0.26 70.38 +0.00 +0.17
wb 37.60 −0.50 −0.12 55.97 −0.26 −0.23 57.06 −0.07 +0.13
Table 3: The effect of APEs on automatic metric scores. Base columns show the
score for the original MT and the other columns show the difference between the
post-edited MT and the original MT. The rule-based APE is the same for both sys-
tems, and the feedback APE is corpus-level for MT A and phrase-level for MT B.
to have low inter-annotator agreement (Callison-
Burch et al., 2007). Each annotator was asked to
select which of two sentences matched the mean-
ing of one reference sentence the best, or to se-
lect “about the same.” The tokens that differed
between the translations were automatically high-
lighted, and their order was randomized. The in-
structions explicitly said to ignore minor gram-
matical errors and focus only on how the meaning
of each translation matched the reference, and in-
cluded a number of example judgments.
We compared each post-edited sentence to the
baseline MT. For each comparison, we collected
five “trusted” judgments (as defined by Crowd-
Flower) according to how well they did on our
gold-standard questions. For clarity, we are re-
porting results using macro aggregation, in other
words, the number of times overall that a particu-
lar APE was voted better than, worse than, or about
the same as the original MT.
6 Results
Table 2 shows the percentage of sentences with
detected errors for which the correction algorithm
found a suggested solution. These sentences were
passed to each APE, which could then decide to
modify the sentence or leave it unchanged. The
percentage of all sentences that were changed by
each APE is also shown in Table 2.
The web genre has more errors than the
newswire genre, likely because informal text is
more difficult for both MT systems to translate.
MT A has twice as many sentences with detected
errors as MT B. This is not a reflection of relative
MT quality (both systems have comparable BLEU
scores), but rather a limitation of the error detect-
ing algorithm. When MT A deletes a word, it is
frequently dropped as a single token, which is sim-
ple to detect as a null alignment. Missing words in
MT B are frequently deleted as part of a phrase, so
they are more difficult to detect (e.g., mistranslat-
ing “white house” as “white” does not get flagged).
The impact of the APEs also varies depend-
ing on how many sentences with detected errors
were actually changed by the APE. The rule-based
APE almost always applies the edits. The corpus-
level APE also modified most of the sentences,
since all of the corrections were applied to all of
the re-translated sentences. However, the phrase-
level feedback APE frequently retained the origi-
nal translation.
Both of these factors mean that the potential
improvement from post-editing varies significantly
by experimental setting, from only 15% of the sen-
tences by the phrase-based feedback (MT B) on the
news corpus, up to 64% of the corpus by the rule-
based APE for MT A on the web corpus.
6.1 Automatic Metric Results
Table 3 shows the automatic metric scores for both
MT systems, across both datasets. For the base-
line MT output, the raw score is shown, and for the
APEs, the change in score between the post-edited
MT and the baseline MT is shown. (Since post-
editing only changes a fraction of sentences in the
corpus, the score changes are generally small.)
All APEs improve the TERp-a score across all
conditions3, with the feedback APEs often outper-
forming the rule-based APE. The feedback APEs
also improve the Meteor-a score across all condi-
tions, while the rule-based APE has mixed Me-
teor results. None of the APEs improve the BLEU
score: the rule-based APE is always significantly
worse than the original MT, while the feedback
APEs have either a negative or negligible impact.
The positive improvements in TERp-a and
Meteor-a suggest that the APEs are improving ade-
quacy. In general, the feedback APEs improve the
automatic scores more than the rule-based APE,
although the rule-based APE actually edits more
sentences in the corpus than the feedback APEs.
















mt08-nw mt08-wb mt08-nw mt08-wb
PE more adequate Base more adequate About the same Not edited
MT A MT B
Figure 1: Percentage of post-edited sentences that were judged more adequate, less adequate or about the same as the original
MT. “Not edited” is the percentage of sentences with errors that the APE decided not to modify.
The feedback APEs also always have better BLEU
scores than the rule-based APE. The negative im-
pact of APEs on BLEU score is not surprising,
since they work by adding content to the transla-
tions, which is more likely to improve translation
recall than precision.
6.2 Human-Annotated Adequacy Results
Figure 1 shows the percentage of post-edited sen-
tences that were judged more adequate, less ade-
quate or the same as the original MT, and the per-
centage of sentences with errors that the APE did
not edit. Of the sentences that were post-edited,
the APEs improved adequacy 30-56% of the time.
Across both MT systems and both datasets, post-
editing improved adequacy much more often than
it degraded it: the ratio of improved sentences to
degraded sentences varied from 1.7 to 4.1. For
both MT systems, the APEs had a larger impact
on the web corpus than the newswire corpus, both
because more errors were detected in the web cor-
pus and because the APEs edited errors more often
in the web corpus.
We were surprised to find that the rule-based
APE improved adequacy more often than the feed-
back APEs, across both MT systems and genres,
especially given that the automatic metrics favored
the feedback APEs. To understand the results
better, we did another crowd-sourced evaluation,
comparing the fluency of the rule-based and feed-
back post-edited sentences (when both APEs made
changes). The sentences produced by the feedback
APEs were judged more fluent than the rule-based
APE sentences across all conditions.
The fluency evaluation shows the relative ad-
vantages of the different approaches. The rule-
based APE does introduce new, correct informa-
tion into the translations, but at the expense of flu-
ency. With extra effort, the meaning of these sen-
tences can usually be inferred, especially when the
rest of the sentence is fluent (as in example 1a).
On the other hand, the feedback APEs try to bal-
ance the post-editor’s request to include more in-
formation in the sentence against the goal of the
decoder to produce fluent output. But the need for
fluency also led to fewer modified sentences, par-
ticularly for phrase-level feedback. In cases where
both APE approaches improve the adequacy, the
feedback approach is better because it produces
more fluent sentences. But in cases where the feed-
back approach does not modify the sentence, the
rule-based approach can often still improve the ad-
equacy of the translation at the expense of fluency.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
We described several APE techniques: rule-based
in addition to corpus-level and phrase-level feed-
back. Whereas previous APEs focused primar-
ily on translation fluency and grammaticality, our
APEs targeted adequacy errors. Manual analysis
showed that post-editing was effective in improv-
ing the adequacy of the original MT output 30-
56% of the time, across two MT systems and two
text genres. The APEs had a larger impact on the
web text than the newswire, indicating that they are
particularly useful for hard-to-translate genres.
Manual evaluation of the APEs revealed a trade-
off between fluency and control. The rule-based
APE allowed control over which errors to correct
and exactly how to correct them, but was limited
to two basic edit operations that often led to dis-
fluent sentences. The feedback APEs produced
sentences that were more fluent, but they relied on
MT decoders that might or might not carry out the
corrections. The corpus-level feedback APE was
the least targeted, because suggestions passed to
the MT system could affect any re-translated sen-
tence, even those where the phrase was translated
correctly. Surprisingly, it was still able to improve
adequacy. The phrase-level feedback APE allowed
more targeted error correction, yet had the least
impact because it often ignored the corrections.
In future work, we plan to improve the error de-
tection module to handle additional types of ade-
quacy errors, in order to detect more of the ade-
quacy errors made by MT B. We would also like
to encourage the phrase-level APE to carry out
our corrections more often. Another direction for
research is including syntactic information in the
rule-based APE, for more fluent translations.
The APEs were motivated by the CLQA task,
where adequacy errors can make correct answers
appear incorrect after translation. We believe that
APE is particularly suitable for task-oriented MT,
where black box MT systems must be adapted to
the needs of a specific task. We plan to do a task-
based evaluation of the adequacy-oriented APEs,
to measure their impact on CLQA relevance.
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